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5 Top Reasons to Invest in New and Innovative 'eco' Cryptocurrency
(Investment Proposal)
Today, there are over 9,000 cryptocurrencies worldwide. It is, so called, ‘altcoins’ – Bitcoin and Ethereum clones.
Do we need one more cryptocurrency, but quite different ?
Despite on the current Bitcoin price down, cryptocurrencies popularity continues to grow in the recent months after many well-known companies, including Mastercard, announced their support for the cryptocurrency. But
the production of cryptocurrency requires huge energy consumption, and this can be a serious obstacle to the
expansion of its scope of application. Some experts even believe that the high energy intensity of Bitcoin
threatens its stability.
In May of this year, the American manufacturer of electric vehicles Tesla suspended the acceptance of Bitcoins
as a means of payment due to “the unsuspectful way of obtaining this cryptocurrency”, said the head of the
company Elon Musk. After Musk tweeted about it, the price of Bitcoin fell down by more than 10 %. He also said
that he would be ready to accept it again to pay for Tesla products when mining becomes less harmful to the
environment. “We are also looking at other cryptocurrencies that use < 1 % of Bitcoin's energy/transaction” –
added Musk.
The answer to Elon Musk's challenge is our new and innovative true-'eco' cryptocurrency.

Why to invest in this new cryptocurrency?





It is the first true-'eco', innovative cryptocurrency;
Unique, novel consensus algorithm (Proof of Measurement (PoM))
Neither Bitcoin no Ethereum, Chia or Monero clone;
Efficient, new and ecological way of mining based on accurate
measurements instead of power consumed processing (guessing);
 Cheap, low power and reliable equipment for mining.
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This new cryptocurrency will be promising as it is backed up by technological innovations that open up new
opportunities for the global tokenization in very promised areas.

Angels and Venture Capital Groups are welcome.
Please contact by e-mail: eco-ifsa@sensorsportal.com

